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Ballistic field-effect transistor with negative-effective-mass current
carriers in the channel
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We consider a ballistic field-effect transistor with channel current carriers having a negative
effective mass section in their dispersion relation. Such a device is suggested as an effective
generator of terahertz-range oscillations. A gate potential controls the generator regime
(including oscillation frequency, amplitude, turning on and off).
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1. Introduction

A channel current of a sufficiently long ballistic field-effect transistor (FET) is saturated beginning with
a drain potentialV = VS = (1/3)ed N∗d , whereN∗d = Nd + (2VG/ed) ande is the electron charge. (We
assume that the FET contains a planar channel doped by ionized acceptors or donors with a concentration
Nd(cm−2). Metallic gates with the same potentialsVG are placed on both sides of the channel in a distance
d. A saturation current (A cm−1) is determined by the expression:I = IS = e2(2d N∗3d /27m)1/2. The
formulae forVS and IS are obtained for the simplest parabolic dispersion relationε(p) = p2/2m, wherep
is a momentum, andm is an effective mass. A more complicated model of the ballistic FET with the same
dispersion relation [1, 2] leads to analogous results. As was shown in [2], stationaryI V -characteristics of
such ballistic FETs can be unstable in sections of increasing current(V < VS) as a result of development
of two-stream instability [3, 4], but they are stable in saturation sections(V > VS). It is because the single
stream of the traversing ballistic carriers with energyeVS is left in the channel at the saturation regime, and
the carriers, which are in equilibrium with the drain reservoir, are absent.

In this paper we are interested in the more complicated dispersion relation shown in Fig.1. It contains a
negative effective mass (NEM) section around energyε = εC. It is known [5] that a current in this case is
saturated without any gates in a certain drain potential range:εC/e≤ V ≤ εK/e (where the meaning ofεK is
understandable from Fig.1). This saturated current is equal toI = IC = eνCNd whereνC is a ballistic carrier
velocity in a quasineutral segment (QS) of the channel:νC = (dε/dp) for p = pC. A carrier concentration in
the QS is equal to the ionized impurity concentration, and all these carriers are the NEM carriers. Therefore,
a homogeneous carrier distribution in this ballistic plasma is unstable, and terahertz electric oscillations are
generated as a result of development of NEM ballistic plasma instability. An oscillation frequency exceeds
1 THz if a channel length is shorter than 0.2µm [6, 7].
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Fig. 1. Quantized hole dispersion relationε = ε(p) for the ground state in 8 nm square p-type GaAs/AlAs QW;a is a lattice constant;
~ is the Planck constant.

2. NEM ballistic FET

Here we consider a ballistic FET with the dispersion relation of channel current carriers shown in Fig.1.
The presented dispersion relation relates to quantized holes of the ground quantization subband for a square
8 nm p-type GaAs/AlAs quantum well (see details in [8]). These holes are selected here as current carriers
in the channel of the calculated FET. StationaryI V -characteristics of such a device depend substantially
on relation between the values of the above introducedVS andVC = εC/e. While a conditionVS � VC is
satisfied, the NEM section of the dispersion relation does not influence the FET action considered above. For
the opposite relationVC � VS a FET behavior is presented by two saturation regimes: (1) an intermediate
saturation that begins withV = VC and (2) a final saturation that begins withV = VS. A saturated current
for the former is determined by the formula:I = I ∗C = eνCN∗d . It can be controlled with a gate potentialVG
as in the ordinary FET, but the potential of saturationVC is determined only by a position of the NEM section
in the carrier dispersion relation. Therefore, carriers in the quasineutral channel segment are NEM, and the
instability of their homogeneous distribution occurs and leads to the oscillation generation. Distinction of
these oscillations is that an oscillating current flows basically en route from gate to drain, and a source
current is almost stationary. A gate potentialVG not only controls a stationary source current but it also turns
the FET on and off the oscillatory regime. The second (final) saturation beginning with≈ VS(> VKεK/e) is
characterized by currentI = I ∗S that is determined by the same formula forIS in which effective massm for
the small values of momentump < pC is replaced with effective massm∗ for large p > pC.

3. Numerical calculations

We confirm the above-stated qualitative arguments with the direct numerical calculations and use for this
aim a more realistic FET model (Fig.2) with a single top gate and a two-dimensional hole gas current-
conducting channel. The channel connects plane p+-source with p+-drain and serves as a p-base of the
obtained p+pp+-diode. A length of this basel is selected at 0.2µm for our calculations. We assume that
both the source and the drain supply the base channel with Fermi–Dirac-distributed holes having the given
Fermi-energy (µ = 10 meV). The channel is directly doped with ionized acceptors(Nd = 1011 cm−2). This
is assumed to simplify calculations, but really to reach the ballistic transport the modulation doping by the
acceptor sheets in the barriers is required instead of the direct doping. A dispersion relation of holes is shown
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Fig. 2.Numerically modeled top-gated FET with a p-type conducting channel.
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Fig. 3. Source currentIS versus drain potentialV for gate potentialsVG = 50 mV (1), 25 mV (2), O (3),−25 mV (4),−50 mV (5),
−75 mV (6),−100 mV (7),−125 mV (8). In the range 0.03–0.045 V there are large-amplitude low-frequency (≈400 GHz) source
current oscillations on curve 8.

in Fig. 1. The metallic gate is placed at a distance,d, of 16 nm from the channel and it covers the channel
almost entirely (excluding edge clearances at the source and the drain equal to(l − lg)/2= 0.02µm).

A kinetic equation for one-dimensional ballistic transport of quantized holes in the channel is solved self-
consistently with a two-dimensional Poisson equation in the entire space between the drain and the source
planes. In they-direction, periodicity conditions (with spatial period 2a = 0.16µm) are used as boundary
conditions. It is shown [8] that such a period value allows us to consider parallel current-conducting channels
as almost independent devices. Calculations are carried out for AlAs-barrier medium (with the dielectric
constantκD = 10.9) at a temperature of 4.2 K. Because of the assumed lack of current carriers outside
the channel we have no stationary current in the gate. On the other hand, however, the current instability is
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Fig. 4. Gate currentsIG versus drain potentialV for gate potentialsVG = −4 mV (1), −8 mV (2), −25 mV (3),−50 mV (4),
−75 mV (5),−100 mV (6),−125 mV (7). The Fourier analysis results are presented in the left-hand side insets. TheIG-current scale
shown on the right-hand side is the same for all the curves.

developed apart the source—in the right part of the base, because the emitted from the source holes have to
gain the NEM-section energy to become unstable. Therefore, most of the oscillation current flows through
the gate and does not flow through the source. As a result, source currentIS is almost free of oscillations.
A family of characteristicsIS = IS(V) for several values ofVG is shown in Fig.3. We can see very small
oscillations of IS for negative gate voltages. They are much smaller than gate current oscillations shown
for negative values ofVG in Fig. 4. The current oscillations are calculated by means of slow (quasiadiabatic)
increasingV linearly with time:V(t) = V(0)+V ′× t , whereV ′ is selected equal to 0.2 mV ps−1. We obtain
oscillation portraits for the whole interesting drain voltage range. (We are particularly interested in drain
voltages|V | < 36 mV when the emission of optical phonons at low temperatures is impossible, and ballistic
transport is quite realistic.) The high-frequency oscillation range narrows with increase in negative gate
potentialVG. Simultaneously we can observe from the Fourier analysis (see the insets in Fig.4) a substantial
increase in oscillation frequencies: from≈1.2 THz for VG = −4 mV to≈2.5 THz for VG = −125 mV.
Although these oscillations are noticeably nonlinear, they contain one or two key modes with the largest
amplitudes. The highest frequencies of such modes occur forVG = −125 mV.

4. Three forms of oscillatory regimes

In Fig. 4 the presented characteristicsIG = IG(V) (as well as characteristics of a drain currentID =

ID1(V) and ID = ID2(VG), which are not presented in this communication) demonstrate that regions of
stable stationary regimes alternate with regions of oscillatory regimes. We observe three different forms of
the oscillatory regimes listed below.

A. Oscillatory regimes, which take place approximately in the voltage rangesVC < V < VK and
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|VG| > 4 mV. These regimes appear as results of development of NEM-instability. Oscillation frequencies
rise monotonically with increase in|VG| (from 1.2 THz forVG = −4 mV to 2.5 THz forVG = −125 mV).

B. Oscillatory regimes, which take place in the extended drain voltage range (fromV = VC to V ∼ 65–
70 mV) and in the restricted gate voltage range (|VG| = 8–25 mV). These regimes are also initiated by NEM-
instability. However, in this case voltages of saturation for both above-mentioned saturation forms are close
to each other. Therefore, we have a single extended saturation region with NEM-holes as the predominating
channel current carriers.

C. Oscillatory regimes, which take place for large values of|VG| (≥ 100 mV) and for values ofV , which
are betweenVK and∼|VG|. This range is intermediate between sections of NEM-saturation and conventional
FET-saturation. Two-stream instability considered in [2] for ballistic FET appears and develops in this range.
Oscillation frequencies in the two-stream regime are substantially lower than frequencies in the NEM regime
(for the same values of|VG|). These frequencies also rise monotonically with an increase in|VG|, and a drain
voltage range of oscillation widens.

5. Conclusion

We have suggested introducing gates in the design of ballistic NEM generator and to transform it into a
ballistic NEM FET. The gate potential allows us: (1) to switch oscillatory regimes and to control oscillation
amplitudes, (2) to control oscillation frequencies in very wide ranges, and (3) to separate effectively loops of
the stationary source current and the high-frequency gate current. As a result, we enhance functional abilities
of the ballistic NEM generator.
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